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Photojournalist opens eyes at SHU
FILTER SYSTEM
NEEDS TO END
IN MAINSTREAM

1:

Brian Fitzsimmons
Editor-in-Chief
They always astonish me, mostly
because they are resilient and perpetual
with their optimism. There are actual figures in this world that try to crawl through
the muck of politically edited journalism
and succeed at eliminating the filter systern, which corrupts the ceiling of society’s knowledge— even if the success rate
isn’t as high as they’d like it to be.
That group is a precious bunch, dwindling before our blinded eyes. Sacred

This Sierra Leone native, like many, has fallen victim to acts of torture. Les Stone has captured these repercussions.

Stone captures conflicts from around the world
Laura Smith
Staff Reporter
Les Stone, a photographer from
upstate NY., has taken pictures all over
the world.
While trekking through the diamond
fields of Africa, to the streets of Haiti,
Stone has taken photographs of things the
media today does not even provide for the
public.
“It is shocking to see how much is
really going on in the world,” said sopho
more Kalani Efstathiou.
Stone came to Sacred Heart University
on Monday, Apr. 21 and spoke to an audi

ence of 50 in the Schine Auditorium. He
providfed an intense clip of photographs
he has taken over the past 20 years, in
an assortment of locations all over the
world.
Stone’s presentation was part of
Photography in a “Digital World: A Vision
Project Lecture Series.” It was sponsored
by the Sacred Heart department of Media
Studies and Digital Culture and Nikon,
entitled, “My Heart of Darkness,” which
is what Stone described to be what his
photos represent.
“We do this because an important part
of college is to get out of class and get
involved with humanitarian work and the

humanities outside what we know,” said
Dr. James Castonguay, Media Studies and
Digital Culture department chair.
Stone began getting involved in pho
tography in college while shooting photos
on the weekends at a factory in Springfield,
Mass. He then realized he wanted to pho
tograph the truth about what was really
happening in the world.
After college Stone turned photogra
phy into a career. He traveled to Haiti in
1987 and began his life long experience of
what he continues to do today- photograph
the emotions of people all over the world,
going through all sorts of problems that
people don’t address.
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those people on Monday, when photojournalist Les Stone came to speak for a
Media Studies sponsored event.
Stone has seen parts of the world
none of us could fathom, through the lens
of his camera for over 20 years. He’s been
to Havana, Cuba to cover religious events.
He’s been to the poverty-stricken outskirts
of Russia and captured unspeakable sights
relating to the misery of homelessness
and alcoholism. He’s frozen the moments
in Africa, where the deployment of Child
Soldiers and Conflict Diamonds soil many
country’s names. But most notably, the
critically acclaimed photographer has
chronicled the human cost of conflict in
Iraq, Afghanistan, Israel, Kosovo, Liberia,
Cambodia and Haiti.
Chilling images have smfaced from
covering these horrific events, and main
stream media has igiiored them. The burn
ing question then presents itself: Why, in
this time of technologic advancement and
constant coverage, is the public deprived
of viewing such eye-opening subjects?
We live in an age where technology
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Phi Omega Tau hosts AIDS walk to raise awareness
Kaitlin O’Reilly
Staff Reporter
Every six seconds, a person is infected
wi±AIDS.
This was just one of ±e multiple facts
stressed at last Friday’s AIDS awareness
walk on Campus Field at Sacred Heart
University.
The walk, which took place from 6
to 8 p.m. on April 18, was sponsored by
±e Phi Omega Tau sorority. The group
sponsored a campus wide AIDS aware
ness week. In addition to the walk, events
during the week included a concert by Jeff
Leblanc in Holy Grounds and a game of
bingo where students could purchase an
extra bingo card in order to raise money
for the cause.
The girls raised over $1000 to ben
efit The Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric AIDS
Foundation. The foundation states that
it is a leading organization dedicated to
identifying, funding, and conducting basic
pediatric HIV/AIDS research.
“I think the cause is very important.
As a sister of Phi Omega Tau, I especially
feel strongly about raising money for this
cause because one of our founding sisters
lost her brother to the horrible disease. I
think people these days overlook the epi
demic and it’s something that needs atten
tion,” said junior Parvin Ghazian.
Around 90 participants gathered to
walk in the benefit. Demonstrating their
support for Phi Omega Tau’s cause, there
was a large number of students from all of
the sororities and fraternities on campus.
“The event was run by the Greek life
organization, but the sisters of Phi Omega
Tau worked very hard to get student union,
student government, sports teams, com
munity service teams, along with other
sororities and fraternities involved,” said
Ghazian.
The sorority put forth a huge amount
of effort in order to get people to partici-

with HIV.
“I know that many of you will never
meet the recipients of your donations, but
I have met many of them and on their
behalf, I say thank you,” said Unfricht.
A large number of students said that
they were inspired by the speaker. Senior
Laura Scaglione noted that the speech
brought her to tears.
“She did a phenomenal job. Her whole
story really moved me, in general. I think
it’s great how she didn’t really know what
she wanted to do with her life, but she
always knew how important helping others
was and that she wanted to be doing that,”
said Ghazian. “She told us how grateful
the people who benefit from our random
acts of kindness were and that made me
really happy.”
In addition, Jennifer Crowley of
Liberty Mutual Insurance has teamed up
with the sorority to continue to help raise
money.
“For every person that calls me for a
free auto and home quote. Liberty Mutual
Photo contributed by Jennifer Carli
will donate $5 towards the AIDS walk,”
Members of Greek Life paid respect to those who lost their lives to their fight
said Crowley.
against AIDS with a candlelight vigiL
Those who are interested in help
pate in the walk. For two weeks they had restaurant gift certificate, two Starbucks ing out can contact Crowley at 203-294a table outside of Flik to collect donations Gift Certificates, as well as an iTunes Gift
1505, ext. 50423. She can also be con
and advertise the event in addition to put Certificate.
tacted by e-mail at Jennifer.crowley®
The event included a vigil to pay
ting up flyers and sending out e-mails.
LibertyMutual .com.
“As you could see we are very dedi respect to those who lost their lives to
“Everyone helped out. Everyone
cated. I myself worked day and night to put the disease. Mary Unfricht, a graduate
chipped in and worked really hard, but
this walk together all semester. Everyone of Sacred Heart, was featured as a guest
there is always room to do more,” said
else helped out so much. We sat at table speaker. She is a clinical nurse specialist.
^fflQr.,K40i£>Qlb9EL^
wecliS straight; .which..is a- specializing in people living with HIV,t
Unfricht stated that she was impressed ,
huge time consuming thing., and we spent She shared her own personal experience by the level of maturity and the dedication
hours deciding on events and fundraisers in working with patients who carried the that students had to helping those in need.
to help us create an AIDS week/ walk that disease.
“I hope that we can meet what I
“She made me realize that anyone can
people would not forget,” said.Ghazian.
believe is the biggest challenge of our
To increase support, free food was make a difference,” said senior Lauren lifetime. I hope that people living with the
given away and a DJ was present to enter Giordanella.
virus will continue to hear our voices and
Unfricht spoke to the crowd about her
tain participants. A raffle was also con
feel our hands reaching out for them until
ducted. The prizes included two Yankee’s struggle in deciding upon her career path there is a cure. Until there is no one living
tickets, four Mets tickets, a Visa Gift along with the satisfaction she has gained, with HIV,” said Unfricht.
Card, an American Express Gift Card, a since, in assisting people that are living

JP Morgan cuts 250 job offers, leases students searching
Christina Piazza
Staff Reporter
Did you recently receive a job offer
from Bear Steams? After signing the con
tract upon acceptance, do you believe your
job is secure?
If your answer is yes, guess again. It
may be time to start looking for another
job.
According to the New York Times,
Bear Steams, now JP Morgan, rescinded
250 of their job offers to college gradu
ates.
The New York Times also reported,
“JP Morgan is offering the student recmits
consolation prizes, provided they play
by its mles. They can keep hefty signing
bonuses that Bear promised them -$10,000
for college seniors and about $50,000 for
M.B.A. students-if they sign contracts in
which they agree not to sue the bank over
their rescinded jobs.”
“If they do not sign, they cannot keep
the money, which many of the students
received last fall,” said JP Mojgan.
However, according to Elizabeth
Lowery, assistant director of career place
ment, JP Morgan has not called to recrait

any Sacred Heart students, nor has she had
any students whom had an offer rescinded
from JP Morgan.
The trouble in the financial job market
became more prevalent with the recent
trouble Bear Steams endured.
“The Bear Steams crisis was caused
by the firm’s investing heavily in the
subprime mortgage market in 2007. When
that market started to have a lot of defaults.
Bear Steams had to mark down the value
of their investments which in turn resulted
in their reporting losses,” said professor
John Gerlach, senior business executive in
residence and associate professor.
As Bear Steams continued to report
more losses, their clientele turned to other
investment firms, further causing the
downfall of Bear Steams.
Moreover, the continual reporting of
losses caused the price of their stock to fall
from last year’s $167 to the recent price of
$30 reported in March.
JP Morgan was the only buyer willing
to buyout this firm; therefore they were
able to negotiate for $2 a share. However,
with the Federal Reserve’s guarantee of
$30 billion for further losses, JP Morgan
agreed to pay $10 a share.

“I heard Bear Steams employees col
lectively owned 30 peisent of their stock,
therefore many employees lost most of
their retirement funds, which is horrible,”
said freshmen Nicole Mastroni.
On the other hand, if you are one of
the 250 people to have your offer rescind
ed, finding another job in the financial
sector may be difficult.
“Overall with the economic situation,
jobs are harder to come by,” said Lowery.
Entry level job opportunities are still avail
able in comparison to the higher paying
more advanced positions.”
While Sacred Heart may not have
seen the decrease in financial job opportu
nities, it exists.
“Since August, the financial industry
has shed more than 38,000 jobs as a result
of the credit crisis and the collapse of
Bear Steams,” according to the New York
Times. “Citigroup added to the misery on
Friday, saying it would eliminate 9,000
more jobs. No one thinks the pain will
end there.”
Additionally, companies aren’t even
planning to make as many job offers as
they hoped.
“Companies that just a few months

ago were planning substantial increases
in entry-level hiring have scaled back
their plans as economic conditions have
worsened,” according to the Wall Street
Journal. “In turbulent areas such as finan
cial services, some firms are slashing the
number of fresh graduates they intend to
employ, and students are curtailing expec
tations of finding their ideal position.”
Moreover, college graduates are not
the only ones looking for a job.
“The jobless rate rose to 5.1 percent in
March, the highest since September 2005,
the Labor Department reported Friday,”
according to the Wall Street Journal.
But, graduating seniors are the not the
only ones who will have difficulty finding
a job, especially for the summer.
“I’m just a sophomore and trying to
find a summer job is very difficult,” said
sophomore Emily Gumbs. “I can only
imagine what a college graduate is going
through; since the economy is horrible,
most places don’t have money to take on
a new staff, and people are being left in
the dark.”

Contact News Editor Shelley Thomas; thomassll03@sacredheart.edu
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Poll on polling: how accurate are they?
Kristine Duker
Staff Reporter
It seems like everyday there is a new
email or phone call about a survey going
around, but have you ever wondered how
accurate these surveys are?
No one ever has a lie detector machine
attached to him or her while taking a sur
vey, so how do we know if people are lying
when they fill them out? Jerry Lindsley,
director of Sacred Heart Polling Institute
wondered this and performed a poll on
polling.
The Poll on polling was designed
by students in the Lindsley Polling and
Research Course. The poll was designed
to provide input on the current national
issues.
Questions were addressed on cur
rent issues, such as enhancement drugs in
sports, perception on polling and the Nov.
2008 elections.
The survey was given to 800Americans
nationwide. From March 3-15, Americans
nationwide were contacted and performed
the surveys. The head of the household, 18
years or older were asked questions on the

current national issues.
According to the poll, 46.3 percent
of Americans are most concerned with
poor economy, 34.1 percent are concerned
about the War in Iraq, 18.3 percent are con
cerned with the cost of health care and 16.3
percent are concerned about gas prices.
When it comes to enhancement drugs
in sports, the respondents estimated that
34.3 percent of professional sports players
use performance enhancing drugs.
“I can believe that statement. It seems
like every day , you find out someone
new in the professional league is getting
accused of using an enhancement drug.
People today are not surprised by that,”
said sophomore Kelly McKeown.
And what about the poll on poll
ing? Only 21.9 percent of the respondents
reported that the polls are somewhat inac
curate or not accurate at all. Overall, 71.0
percent of the respondents believe polls are
somewhat accurate and very accurate.
The respondents were also asked
questions on the upcoming elections. They
were asked questions about the candidates
and if they are being treated fairly in the
media and on voting accuracy.

The results were that 21.1 percent of
the respondents reported that they are not
very confident that the new machines will
record and report the voting accurately,
10.8 percent are not at all confident in the
new machines, 76.4 percent were very
confident or somewhat confident in the
machines and 8.6 percent were unsure on
the new voting machines.
The respondents were then asked to
agree with the statement, ‘I am proud to be
an American.’ The majority, 95.6 percent,
either strongly agree or somewhat agree
with the statement.
The respondents were asked to agree
with the following statement, T have lied
to a pollster,’ and 10.9 percent of the
respondents agreed with the statement.
“I do not believe that just 10 percent
of Americans have lied to a pollster,” said
sophomore Justin Smith. “You look around
campus and see those posters everywhere
and you know that most students that took
that survey lied. It’s like hiding the truth.”
That statement gets you wondering.
How many people lied on this survey or
how many people lied to that one ques
tion?

Lindsley said that he was pleased to
see that the respondents on the survey
actually owned up to lying to a pollster,
since they are used to predict elections
among other things.
“I’m confident folks, admitting lying
or doing so on one or two questions in a
poll — not the whole survey. And, not all
respondents are lying on the same question
so results remain accurate for the most
part,” said Lindsley. “My best guess is
that people tend to fudge a bit on income,
weight, age and maybe even political can
didate preference questions somewhat.”

Issues on campus?
Exciting events?

Persistent problems?
Anything you want the Spectrum
to cover?
If so, contact News Editor
SfteCCey Thomas at
thomassl 103@sacredheaii.edu

Stone opens eyes at SHU
...CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
“Les Stone put himself at risk to docu
ment human rights abuses so that we can
hopefully act and help,” said Castonguay.
Stone guided the audience through a
series of pictures thafwere first taken in
the diamond fields of Africa where people

Careers in Entertainment
Looking for a career in extreme sports?
Earn top dollars working part-time for the best in
the industry.
No experience
necessary, will train.
Call now!!

they live.
“When I go to a lot of countries, I
go to garbage dumps,” said Stone. He
continued to add that this was the place
to find strong images of people in various
countries.

children were being trained to be in an work in Haiti. According to Stone, he trav
els there three times a year to photograph
army.
The presentation continued to the incredible images of people who have
show more pictures of Cancer Alley in such strong emotions about life and that
Louisiana, Vietnam and Agent Orange they won’t give up on hope.
While talking about Stone’s experi
effects, homeless in Russia, Cuban, Balkan
and Panama protests, poverty in India and ence in all of these countries and in places
the Philippines, Israel-Palestine conflict, that were at times dangerous, he said that
AIDS in Thailand, social issues in the U.S. he would not go to Iraq to document this
and continuous images of people effected current war.
‘T’d rather do the scenes behind the
by wars and other protests with govern
front
line,” said Stone.
ments and people from all over.
Stone contributed a tremendous
“They were very moving pictures I’ve
never seen before- with all the violence,” amount of information about countries
hardships and the emotions that come up
said sophomore Katie Scherer.
Stone shows the hard facts of what when people see die images.
“It is inspirational to see someone
types of things are really going on in the
world. He said that he likes to bring out who has spent the majority of their life to
the real emotions of people and the lives show other people about these atrocities,”

Media’s filter system affects society’s knowledge
...CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

is everywhere. The Internet has grown into a mammoth world
of information and televisions can now receive over 800
channels. Regardless, such powerful representations are still
ignored and it’s time to start wondering why.
In the current state of war, we aren’t able to see images
of our fallen heroes’ corpses, and it has caused the detrimental
downward spiral of repetition in a media-driven world lit
tered with unique occurrences. It’s been said that people have
already forgotten about the effects of Vietnam, and we’re
headed down the same path in regards to the current state. So
bringing up the political staple, “If we don’t learn from his
tory, we’re doomed to repeat it” wouldn’t cause the stir we’d
ultimately like it to.
The government controls what the media conveys to
us, and some people are just numb the fact. Journalists are
embedded with a sense of boundaries, and that’s not the way
such a profession can operate. What if horrific photos from

the trenches of war were seen by our society? Would the war
have gone this far?
“Absolutely, [this war] should’ve never started, but who
knows,” Stone said, of the idea. “We’ll never know because
of the information held from us.”
It’s unfair to blame a crisis solely on the government’s
chokehold on the media, but it’s necessary to recognize that
awareness would become more intensified if its tentacles
loosened its grip.
•
Pondering how much such images matter can’t begin
until the manipulation ends. Right now, that seems it will end
when the war does.
Stone’s pictures, and the many others barely treading in
the pool of blackballed media products, can tell a thousand
words.
It’s a shame we can’t always listen.

Photo Contributed by Mikara Cimmino

Critically acclaimed photographer Les
Stone spends his time chronicling human
conflict in war zones

And the Student Government
winners are
I
■

Kate Poole
Staff Reporter
Walking into Hawley Lounge on Friday
afternoon, you might have noticed some grins
of victory and sighs of relief, as well as some
pretty long faces. The student government elec“
tion results were in and the winners had been
posted.
The class of 2009 candidates, as well as
the candidates for student body president. Matt
Telvi, and for vice president o'f senate, Courtney
Weaver, all ran unopposed. There were on the
other hand some close calls for candidates of
the classes of 2010 and 2011.
“I was definitely nervous for the election,
running against a serious opponent is always
nerve racking,” said 2010 class president, Katie
Higgins. “It made campaigning fun though and
I got to really embrace the whole process of
stating my platform and campaigning around
campus. Having someone run against me made
me become more creative and focused.”
Katie will be continuing into her third year
ii^Aa president of-her class-after her 19-v0te-win
over opponent Conor White. She will also be
going into the year with a newly elected mem
ber to her board, class treasurer Jack Cecil.
“1 have always thought about running for
office, I just finally decided that I didn’t want to
see our board voting on things which the major
ity of our class didn’t want,” said Cecil. “I just
want to make sure our class turns out a higher

'i

profit overall next year and has a great semi, as
well as MR. SHU since those are the events we
will be in charge of.”
The class of 2011 will also be seeing some
ehanges in their class board. Jaclyn Bellino
took the presidency with a nine-vote win. She
was the vice president for her class her fresh
man year and has now stepped up to take some
bigger actions.
After the dust has settled and election
week eneded, the winners are now planning out
their paths and goals for the impending school
year.
“Going into my second year 1 would like
to see student government’s persona changed.
I would like for student government to be able
to be more visible with what the organization
does overall,” said student body president. Matt
Telvi. “Over 1(X) members of student govern
ment work very hard and I believe that the work
that they do is instrumental to what Sacred
Heart University students want and need. The
cohesion of student government will need to
become a stronger group, but I feel that next
syear our expectations are already very high.” '
The class of 2010 also has some high
expectations for next year as their class makes
'it’s way into the upperclassman rankings,
“Goals for next year? Having an awesome
semi formal. We already have some plans in the
works, but the real planning will happen this
summer and next fall,” said Higgins. “I also
want to keep us focused on our community ser-

vice, our annual coat drive this year was super
successful, bat if we can improve upon it and
reach more people, that would be great.”
Now that the election storm has passed, _
some candidates remain pleased with their
ongoing or new positions, while others or
members of the student body might remain with
some displeased feelings.
“I really want to improve upon the image
of student government, such as really reaching
out to the student body, especially the class of
2010 and students who may not have a good
impression of student government or have no
idea what we do,” said Higgins. “This is some
thing I definitely want to improve upon during
my last two years in office.”
The student body president himself would
like to see students be more informed of what
student government really does for them on
campus.
“Student government is a place where
students can come and voice their opinions
about problems they have with Sacred Heart.
The Senate works with different committees
amongst the university like parking; academics^
campus operations, and FLIK. They meet at 7 '.40
p.m. every Tuesday night in the Faculty Lounge
and their door is always open,” said Telvi. “The
executive board meets every Tuesday at 9:30
a.m. in the faculty lounge and their meetings
are also open to all students and faculty. If you
have a problem, issue, or idea please do not feel
afraid to present it to the senate or e-board.”

1
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Student Government President: Matthew Telvi
SG Executive Vice President for Senate: Courtney Weaver
Class of 2009

Class of 2010

President: Brian Germain

President: Katie Higgins
Vice President: Jackie Masella

Vice President: Lil ah Rossi

Secretary: Tara Kelly

Secretary: Alexandra Vicchio
Treasurer: Jack Cecil

Treasurer: Kelly O’Connor

Senate: Nicolas Diieso,

Senate: Leah Gallagher and

Stephanie Elmessaoudi,
Edward Fifield and

Tom Davis

Karlyn Grasso

■
■

Class of 2011
President: Jaclyn Bellino
Vice President: Danielle
Cacciatore
Secretary: Staci Zacharski
Treasurer: Jennifer Burke J

Senate: Catherine
Costantino, Chris Daly,
Kelly Leather

-----
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Professors receive grant to study horseshoe crabs
Research will show the effect horseshoe crabs have on the East Coast
Courtney Perlee
Staff Reporter
Many Sacred Heart University students who grew up
along the East Coast have encountered American horse
shoe crabs as elementary-school students. Their tell-tale
outer shell and tail (or telson) made them easy to spot and
seemed exotic compared to clam shells and rocks that usu
ally cover the beaches.
Thanks to a federal grant, several Sacred Heart biol
ogy students, as well as three professors, will complete
hands-on research experience concerning these Limulus
(their scientific name).
Three Sacred Heart University scientists have been
awarded a $30,000 federal grant to explore the links
between horseshoe crabs and other species and better
understand the effects they have on the Long Island Sound’s
ecosystem. The Connecticut Sea Grant was awarded to
Department of Biology chair Jennifer Mattei and assistant
professors Mark Beekey and Barbara Pierce through the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
“I would say yes, this is a big deal to us because of
how competitive the process was,” said Mattei. “It took
three years to get this grant, and we have been competing
with many other universities along the coast.”
Mattei, Beekey, and Pierce will study the dependency
of shorebirds, fish, and crabs on horseshoe crab eggs
in Long Island Sound. There is little data pertaining to
horseshoe crab behavior in Long Island Sound; the last
published study took place in 1952.
This study could reveal important information which
would affect political policies concerning the number
of horseshoe crabs fishermen can use as bait for fishing
American eel and whelk. Although both industries have
decreased since the 1970’s, both American eel and whelk
are popular exports, and therefore they are big industries
in the United States. According to the Northeast Fisheries

Science Center, in 2005, over 427 metric tons of American
eel were harvested off of the Atlantic coast.
In addition to the multi-million dollar industry horse
shoe crabs play a role in, senior Matthew Laudicina finds
their medical contributions most interesting.
“I don’t think it’s common knowledge that their
immune system produces a chemical which is used to
detect bacterial infections,” said Laudicina, a biology
student who has participated in horseshoe crab studies
as a student at Sacred Heart. “Horseshoe crabs are eco
logically important too—they help the migration of shore
birds. Plus they pre-existed dinosaurs.”
Limulus Amebocyte Lysate is found in horseshoe
crab blood and used by the pharmaceutical industry to
ensure their products are free of bacterial contamina
tion. Horseshoe crabs are also referred to as living fossils
because they evolved from (he Paleozoic Era.
Laudicina traveled with Mattei, Beekey, and other
biology students to the Sigma Xi Scientific Research
Society Chapter Conference this past weekend to present
posters about their studies on horseshoe crabs.
“This research gets students a step ahead. When I’m
looking for a job as a teacher, schools love to see appli
cants who have experience in research, as well as appli
cants who know how to write grants,” said Laudicina.
“I’ve done both of those things. Plus the money for the
[Connecticut Sea] Grant goes mostly into supplies for
the research; the horseshoe crabs are really benefitting as
sacredheart.edu
well.”
Sacred Heart scientists will gather updated data on the
According to Mattei, undergraduate research experi horseshoe crabs in the Long Island Sound.
ence is important for applying to graduate schools. Even
In a press release from the university, Mattei said,
medical schools tend to require research experience in
“[The students] are exposed to how you go about collect
biology, because of the benefits it provides for the learn
ing data and how you set up experiments with a control
ing experience.
group.”
Undergraduate students will work alongside the pro
“Essentially, it teaches you the scientific meth
fessors at sites at Milford Point Beach and Sandy Point in od, which is an important concept to understand” said
New HaveQ^9||||||||
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Perspectives
Double majors find jobs easily in work world
Elizabeth Warren
Staff Reporter
What makes you stand out from a
crowd of highly qualified college gradu
ates? An outstanding GPA is not enough.
Due to the current slump in the job mar
ket, it is now more important than ever to
make a name for yourself.
Minors and double majors could be
the addition to your resume that is needed
to send you over the edge. Believe it
or not, your media studies minor could
eventually land you your dream job.
According to a recent Ne.w York
Times article, “having a secondary area
of study can signal to a job interviewer
that you have concrete expertise.” Also,
minors and double majors “could indi
cate you did more work than the average
undergraduate.”
So where do you begin? Start by con
templating which major or minor would
be most relevant to your desired career
path. Princetonreview.com offers tips for
choosing the best fields of study for each
type of job. For example, if you want to
become a journalist, minoring or double
majoring in English, communications, or
political science is probably your best bet.
Next, research which classes must
be taken in order to fulfill the require
ments for the added major or minor. This
requires dedication and a solid under
standing of the curriculum.
Junior Carl Dzienkiewicz, a business
administration major, is considering add
ing a minor in music.
“I have nine credits left if I want to

Holly Finneran/The Spectrum

The registrar’s office can provide you with the information needed for double
majors and minors, giving you an edge in the job market.
make it official,” said Dzienkiewicz.
While many students intend to add
minors to their degrees, some have not yet
finalized their decision. However, putting
it off until the last couple of semesters can
land you in some trouble. Taking the wrong
classes and failing required courses are
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unexpected obstacles that can prevent you
from attaining the degree.
Though not nearly as popular as a
minor, a double major is yet another aca
demic opportunity to stand out from the
crowd. Double majors, as "the name states,
require double the effort and involve dou

ble the workload. Graduates who obtain a
degree with two different majors are even
rewarded for their hard work with two tas
sels on their graduation caps.
Like Dzienkiewicz, sophomore Josh
Thomas plans to add a political science
minor to his major in media studies, but
due to an already packed agenda, he is
having difficulty fitting the required cours
es into his schedule.
“I have to work around football,” said
Thomas. “The political science classes I
need to take interfere with practice, so I’m
just going to take them in the spring.”
With more varsity sports teams than
majors offered at Sacred Heart, it can be
perceived that the college is more focused
on athletics than on academics. Some even
blame Sacred Heart for not being clear in
how to go about adding another major or
minor to one’s degree.
However, academic success depends
not on the college and its offerings, but
on the individual. If you find yourself still
weighing out the pros and cons, keep in
mind that adding more to your degree only
helps you in the long run. A minor involves
18 credits and not only does it expand your
mind, but it also expands your job pos
sibilities. Likewise, double majors provide
the student with a full understanding of
both subjects and are extremely impressive
to employers.
As Joe Cuseo stated in the New York
Times article, both “can be a good mar
keting tool, or it can be a way to explore
a second interest and still graduate in a
reasonable time.”
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• Lacey Gilleran

Jeff LeBlanc

Sophomore

Senior

“Anthony Santos.”

“I think Pete Donohue deserves
another try after his unfortunate
defeat in 2006, but you can’t go
wrong with Corey Hassan.”
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He Said/She Said...

Does GPS get you
there or no where?

Are females taking over the world?

Ian Frazier
Staff Reporter

people are acting extremely reliant on
these relatively new devices.
“I used to always use my navigation,
“Follow Mountain Ridge Road until even if I knew where I was going,” said
you reach a cliff. Drive off the cliff. junior Nick Lipeika. “Whenever I drove
Arrive at 468 Canyon Drive.” Would you to my one buddy’s house, the GPS in
follow these directions if they were given my car would tell me to drive straight
to you by a friend? What if they were through the mall. I think it was bringing
given to you by your car’s GPS navigation me to some sort of maintenance access
system?
driveway or something. If so, I would
The GPS, the only fully functional have been in a pretty bad situation if I
Global Navigation Satellite System, is decided to follow its directions.”
extremely accurate. Utilizing a constel
The imperfect navigation system
lation of over 24 Medium Earth Orbit may give people illogical directions and
satellites, these orbiting government-main make people late, but so what? Although
tained outposts are capable of determining it should be under the discretion of the
the location, speed, direction, and time of driver to decide whether or not to obey
a device.
the machine’s directions, it is not always
The GPS technology, original that easy. Sometimes the machine’s errors
ly designed by the U.S. Department of may cause more than mere tardiness.
Defense, is now available for consumer
Cases of crash-causing navigation
use, most notably in car navigation sys errors are occurring all over the globe at
tems. GPS stands for global positioning an alarming rate. Just this April, another
systems, not guaranteed perfect systems. GPS navigation crash story involving a
The reliability of these navigation devices bus happened in Washington. A charter
may be questionable. Due to the troubles bus transporting a high school softball
of keeping up with the world’s ever team, crashed into a pedestrian bridge
changing road systems, navigation-related in the Washington Park Arboretum. The
blunders have become conunon.
GPS navigation system, which was set on
“First things first, I can never tell the bus function, sent the vehicle under a
which way the thing, [navigation sys 9-foot clearance, according to the Seattle
tem] wants me to go,” Said junior Frank Post-Intelligencer.
LoCurto. “I put the address in and it
By blindly following these tools,
shows the route, but if you don’t know the consumers are putting themselves and
area you’re in it, is hard to tell if the first others in danger. The technology is
turn should be a left or a right because the being further motivated into the con
map on the screen is sometimes flipped.”
sumer mainstream with the average price
“I would also like to say that it never of a car navigation device plummeting by
gives you-a good route. For example, d—about 100 pertent in the W4jl|Wn,»H|l
I type ‘Garden State Mall’ into my navi more people will run the risk of falling
gation, it tells me to get off the parkway victim to the same mishaps that other fel
about four exits before the mall and take low consumers are falling to.
ridiculous back roads and then get back
If the trend continues, the popular
on the parkway, which doesn’t make any ity of these devices will maintain its rise
sense because the mall is accessible from in the marketplace, eventually making it
the parkway,” said LoCurto.
customary for every motor vehicle to be
As GPS devices are becoming increas equipped with one. Is this going to really
ingly popular, it appears that satellite navi help you? With this in mind, people may
gation may very well eventually replace consider simply asking people for direc
paper maps altogether. However, the tech tions instead of machines, next time they
nology as of now does not incorporate go out.
the common sense of a human being yet

Kate Brindisi
She said

Shaun Mitchell
He said
Back in the day, about thirty years ago
to be exact, women were starting to really
make a name for themselves in the work
place. Movies like “Working Girl” came
out and American women actually stopped
to think for a moment: if Sigourney Weaver
can do it, why can’t we?
Now women are all over the work
force, dominating everywhere a man used
to walk. Is this intimidating? No, why
should it be? They have every right to
make as much money as men any day and
they are succeeding. I mean look at Sacred
Heart for example. When this school first
started it was uncommon for women to go
to college, let alone teach at an institution.
Now we have wonderful female professors
like Dr. Van Buren and Dr. Young inspiring
our young rninds to look toward the future
and hold on tight.
Schools aren’t the only places you
can find women working their tails off.
Hollywood babes have always been an
American staple in the film industry, but
what about behind the scenes? Sofia
Coppola is one of the few women ever to
be nominated for Best Director. Some say
it may be because of her famous father, but
there is really no denying talent. Speaking

We have gone past the days of June
Cleaver and Carol Brady, and the sub
servience of women has been long gone.
Women have steadily been climbing the
corporate ladder and gaining on the men in
today’s workforce.
In some households it is the men
that are staying home to raise the children
and the women are bringing home the
bacon. In the past men didn’t think women
to be capable of tasks that they themselves
completed regardless of whether or not the
woman was more qualified or better edu
cated than they are.
Finally women are being paid
for the job they do and their salaries are
not being assessed by their gender. We
have broken free of the stereotypical gen
der roles and established that we are just
as much, if not more capable than some
men.
Entertainment has definitely
played a part in societies perception of
women and our capabilities. From shows
like Gilmore Girls that showed that even
though the heroine had a child at 16, she
managed to raise her child while simulta
neously furthering her education and run
ning a business. I know I’d have a hard

some talk show host, I think her name is
Oprah? Don’t even get me started on her
fortune. She is the ideal businesswoman
to look up to.
There is really no denying the cold
hard facts, there is more to women than just
child-rearing and kitchen duties. While my
mother does make a killer batch of brown
ies, she is also quite handy with money
and therefore works at a bank. If women
took the time to figure out their strengths
instead of listening to other people tell
them what they think their strengths are we
could see a whole world of change very,
very soon. I commend the opposite sex.
Keep up the good work.

has done it makes it seem less impossible.
Women are continually breaking down
barriers and proving that we are capable
of accomplishing tasks only men where
thought to be capable of succeeding at.
Hillary Clinton is running for president of
the United States, a position that 43 men
have held thus far. What has stopped soci
ety form letting a women take the role of
leading our country.
I hope that within my lifetime
women do take a big role in the political
and corporate worlds. This will continue
to help the growth of women’s roles in
society. All you need is one person to say
I can do that and the rest is history.
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GPS devices can get you where you need to go, but with ever changing roadways
the directions are not always as clear as they should be.
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Arts & Entertainment
From the new SHU Idol to American Idol
With the coveted campus competition under his belt, Jay Gagliardi looks to the future
Lauren Tilton
Staff Reporter
June 11, 2002 is a date that may seem
of no importance to many people. But for
those who follow the latest and greatest of
the television world, it was the premiere
date of what was going to become the next
TV phenomena.
American Idol, a televised singing com
petition where young singers from around
the country hope to be discovered. Since
its debut it continues to climbed the charts,
and has been toped ranked
In his The New York Times article “For
Fox’s Rivals, ‘American Idol’ Remains
a Schoolyard Bully,” said reporter Bill
Carter. “Most television shows, no matter
how successful, fall off sometime after
their second or third season, but against
all expectations and most of the historic
record of network television, ‘American
Idol’ has come back-for its sixth season
bigger and stronger than ever.”
For Sacred Heart University students
that think they have what it takes, there is
a similar opportunity in the school wide
competition, “SHU Idol”, which is spon
sored by the Inter-Resident Hall Council.
It began about a year after American Idol
aired and is a campus event which students
look forward to each yeai:-_ _ _
.
“Having large numbers of spectators
start watching round one in the University
Commons, and ending in the Edgerton
Center for the Performing Arts for round
three, nearly a week and a half later, was
proof enough for the success of the pro

The Spectrum/ Holly Finneran

Senior Jay Gagliardi, who taught himself piano at 16, challenged himself in the
‘SHU Idol” competition by using it as an accompanyment during the show.
gram,” said Ray Gordon, advisor to Inter
Residence Hall Council.
The competition began with 15 students
and after two rounds was narrowed down
to just four performers for the final round,
“In addition to the participation on
behalf of the students, we also had two
faculty, E)r. John Michniewicz- ‘‘Dr.
the Director of the Music Program, and
Dr. Steven Michels Ph.D., director of the
Honors Program as guest judges, as well
as Jennifer Crowhurst, the Residence Hall
Director of Christian Witness Commons
here at Sacred Heart University.”

After three rounds filled with tremen
dous talent, senior Jay Gagliardi was
declared SHU’s Idol.
“I’ve been here at SHU for four years,
and every year I say to myself I am going
to do SHU idol, and unfortunately, for dif
ferent reasons, never did,” said Gagliardi.
“I was at the first night auditions and
was about to leave, when my brother got
up and screamed that there was a kid that
wanted to audition, so they let me come
and sing, and I did and was fortunate
enough to have won.”
Having an accomplished musician for

a father, Gagliardi admits to growing up
with music but formed his background in
his high school musical career.
“My favorite part about the competition
was just being in front of people and per
forming again,” said Gagliardi. “1 hadn’t
sung in front of an audience like that since
high school, so to be back up there was
really cool.”
Claiming to have “just be bom with
musical talent,” Gagliardi put that talent
to use and taught himself the piano at
age 16, bringing this skill with him to the
competition.
“He chose to challenge himself by
accompanying himself while singing ‘Hey
Jude,’ it showed that he is a well-round
ed confident musician,” said sophomore
Kerry Nolan.
“In both venues. Jay seemed very com
fortable with what he was doing,” said
Gordon. “It was as if we were sitting in
his living room, while he was just making
some music.”
“IRC is looking forward to inviting
Jay back next year to participate in some
aspect of SHU Idol 2009,” said Gordon.
. Whether starting a band or catching a
lucky break in New York, Gagliardi plans
for music to be a part of his future.
“Although, it seems cliche, I always
safd -f wamed ni
and acting, and this was kind of a refill of
confidence for me,” said Gaghardi. “I plan
on going to American Idol tryouts over the
summer, and trying my luck there.”

Alumna Julia Hint casting shadows with ‘Cast This!’
Timothy Spath
Staff Reporter
The big, bad sign of Hollywood lurks
over the city of Los Angelis like a poised
vulture. Ready to swoop down over an
actor’s career, picking them up into the
spotlight, or, as in the cases of many,
become aesthetic scenery in the back
ground of their life, while they’re strug
gling to land an audition. However, Sacred
Heart alumna Julia Flint seems to have
found a happy medium between the hills
of California and the struggling many.
Acting, along with being the producer
and writer, for Internet sitcom “Cast This!”
started out as a 48-hour film challenge for
Flint. She was required to write, shoot,
and edit a movie within two days. “Cast
This” grew into film festival material
which sparked the start of the now inter
net sensation. The “webisodes” featured
online mix Flint’s witty humor and satire
with the quirks of a casting office set in
Los Angelis.
Majoring in business and minoring in
psychology, Flint graduating from Sacred
Heart in 1982, after which she was thrown
into the eorpor?ite world working monoto

nously for a check-printing company. It
was not until the company’s talent show,
where Flint was encouraged by co-workers
to sing on stage, that she reignited the
feelings for acting she received at a young
age.
“I have always had the acting bug since
I was casted for a school play in 4th grade,
but I squashed it arid left it under my shoe
until then. You couldn’t keep me off the
stage after that,” said Flint.
Before producing “Cast This!”, landing
roles in TV series “Life,” “Jericho,” and
“Strong Medicine,” and making her way
to the West Coast, Flint wrote, produced,
and stared in a show called “3DTV.” Flint
took some of her favorite sitcoms from
the 7O’s and re-cast them with real, plus
sized women. As sold-out shows in New
York and Connecticut became a reality, the
show would later become Flint’s ticket to
Hollywood as they “took it to the road.”
“I’ve always been a writer, but never
pulled anything together as a whole piece.
I like to learn all the pieces of the puzzle,
and this helped me get to where I am,”
said Flint.
As Flint crossed the country, she was
hit with the reality and frustration of being

an aspiring actor in Hollywood. “It
quickly became apparent that it was a
much bigger pond out here than on the
East Coast. Being a plus-sized woman
myself, I had less opportunity to land
an audition but this also made me
unique at the same time,” said Flint.
With “Cast This!” Flint was one of
the first writers out there to produce
serial webisodes, although other main
stream companies after her claimed
the fame, “I felt like the red-headed
stepchild, doing all this work but not
getting any credit for it. My idea was
to make something that people could
watch in 2-3 minute increments, cre
ating an eventual 30-minute episode,”
said Flint.
Julia Flint is an example for aspir
ing actors, showing people that with a
unique idea and style you can beat the
often aggravation of Hollywood.
“Create your own work. One, you
never know what may come out of
it. Two, it keeps your instruments Alumna Julia Flint is doing it all with her
new Internet series, “Cast This!,” a fresh and
tuned.”
Tune in to “Cast This!” online at witty satire about a casting office in LA.
www.castthis.net
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The ‘Big’ mystery behind your favorite man in red
Kristina Dolan
Staff Reporter

though here at Sacred Heart, his identity
has to be a secret.
“Big Red represent all of us, the stu
dents, the faculty, the staff, everyone. We
each see something of ourselves in him,
and what he does,” said Johnston. “What
is important is that the person who is Big
Red, lives up to the Pioneer tradition. I
don’t want to look at our mascot and
say ‘Oh yeah, well that’s just Bob under
there.’”
Big Red makes appearances at football,
basketball, hockey, and many other ath
letic events. He also makes appearances
at University events, and acts as an ambas
sador to the community.
“Big Red is about Big -Red and the
Pioneers, not about the person who puts on
the suit,” said Johnston. “Yes each person
who plays Big Red brings their own per
sonality to him, but they also absorb a part
of Big Red’s personality, and make it part
of their own.”
After years of former mascot, Bucky,
being sidelined for repair, it was time to
step up and bring a new mascot to the
table. Thanks to the Student Government
for pursuing this opportunity. Sacred Heart
University has a fresh face that brings out
the enthusiasm in the crowds.
“Big Red is a great mascot because he
motivates the crowd,” said junior class
board members Lilah Rossi and Tara Kelly.
“He enhances the school spirit.”
For more information about becom
ing Big Red, contact assistant director of
bands Tim Holcomb at holcombt® sacredheart .edu.
Tryout and make your school proud.

It remains a mystery. Who is the person
masquerading around campus? Who is the
one that ignites the crowd on game night?
Who is Big Red?
Take the opportunity to on April 28 May 2 to try out and the pioneering prank
ster could be you.
On Feb. 10, 2007 the former mascot,
Bucky, was replaced by a fresher face.
During halftime of the women’s basketball
game versus Robert Morris College, the
Pioneer mascot. Big Red, took his first
steps out onto half court at the William H.
Pitt Center.
It took three years for former Student
Govenunent president, alumnus Jim Daly,
to get the mascot, but it was well worth the
wait. He was determined to get a new mas
cot before he graduated. But who brings
such a leader to life?
“All I’ll say is that tryouts will be held
on campus,” said Keith Johnston, director
of bands. “Any student interested needs to
contact us to set-up a time. We’re not hav
ing open tryouts because Big Red’s iden
tity is a secret, and that extends to those
trying out to be Big Red.”
“Big Red needs to be energetic, full of
attitude, and not afraid to go head to head
with mascots from other teams like he did
at the Quinnipiac double-header basketball
game at QU this past year,” said Johnston.
“Big Red loves all of his fans of course,
little kids on up. He’s also a proud Pioneer,
and supports SHU on and off the field and
court.”
In order for Big Red to stay a success
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Are you Sirius about
a career in satellite radio?
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Big Red is a constant mood booster at SHU sporting events, he even Came out to
cheer the men’s basketball team to victory in a game against Quinnipiac.

Have you ever thought that you had the
perfect face for radio? To be the person
behind the microphone, sharing your opin
ions with your devoted listeners? Or even
just have a passion to work in the radio
industry?
Sacred Heart University is offering its stu
dents the opportunity to go to Sirius Satellite
Radio, in New York City’s Rockefeller
Center, to learn about the company and get
more information about career opportunities
for graduating students.
This trip will be held on Thursday, May 1,
and is free for students. The van will leave
campus at 1 p.m. At 3 p.m, students will take
a tour and listen to a lecture about career
opportunities, and return at approximately
6 p.m.
There are only 13 spaces available for
students, so it will be selected by a first come
first served basis. Due to the low amount of
spaces available, the accepted students will
be required to attend, so make sure your
schedule is clear.
“I am really excited about this trip. It
seems like a really great opportunity to get
an inside view in a radio company, and learn
about careers that they are offering,” said
sophomore Dana DeGeorge. “I’m a media
studies major, so this is something that I am
really interested in.”
“I really hope we can get a good turnout
for this exciting, education trip. I’m looking
forward to hearing back from the students,”
said Lowery.
Sirius Satellite Radio also offers internship

programs during the spring, summer and fall.
According to its career site, “We arfe current
ly offering internships in broadcast engineer
ing, talk programming, music programming,
sports broadcasting, human resources, mar
keting, advertising sales, finance, talent rela
tions, promotions, music production, interac
tive design, IT, accounting, public relations
and web design/content production.”
“I saw on the e-career page on the Sacred
Heart Web site that they had internships with
Sirius and I plan on applying to one of the
positions,” said DeGeorge.
Sirius Satellite Radio is one of the most
popular radio companies. According to its
Web site, Sirius Satellite Radio broadcasts
over 130 digital-quality channels, including
69 channels of 100 percent commercial-free
music, plus exclusive channels of sports,
news, talk, entertainment, traffic, weather
and data. It is also the home of one of radio’s
most popular personalities, Howard Stem.
“I’m a fan of Sirius, a lot of my guy
friends have Sirius and they love listening to
Howard Stem. I like how there’s such a wide
variety of stations to listen to and they don’t
have any commercials,” said DeGeorge.
Sirius has become so popular, it has
expanded to iriore than just a car radio. It
now has its own portable player that holds
your music library, similar to an iPod. It has
also moved to internet radio, and can now be
connected to home audio systems.
Sirius recently got approved for a merger
with its main competitor, XM Satellite Radio
for $5 billion. While the deal is still not final
ized, it is currently in talks and negotiations
to figure out the conditions.
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--------- Features--------Biofuels: Environmental savior
or the source of world hunger
Samantha Marinko
Staff Reporter
With the climate crisis in full swing,
the development of biofuels looked to
be the answer everyone was hoping for.
Experts, however, have found that biofuels
may not be all their cracked up to be.
Biofuels, according to the Energy
North East Web site, are transport fuels
made from plant material and recycled ele
ments of the food chain.
It may sound like a miracle-fuel, but
according to Dr. Mark Jareb, director of
the Pre-Medical Advisement Program and
professor of biology at Sacred Heart, the
realities of it are far from ideal.
“The argument for using biofuels is
that replacing gasoline with ethanol pro
duced from crops such as com results in
fewer greenhouse gases being produced,”
said Jareb.
Of course, with every outwardly ideal
solution fallow the issues.
“The additional land being used to
produce the crops for biofuel has primarily
been forest or grasslands that have been
converted into croplands. The forest and
grasslands were much more productive in
taking carbon out of the atmosphere than
the crops,” said Jareb.
“Therefore, using these lands to grow
biofuel actually results in a net increase.in
carbon erm'ssions and greenhouse gasses.”

According to a recent article in Time
Magazine, it’s estimated that the ultimate
effects of the production of ethanol from
com will actually increase global warming
because of the large areas of the Amazon
Rainforest that are being cleared to grow
soybeans since a plethora of American
soy farmers converted their land to com
fields.
But the environment isn’t going to be
the only thing suffering.
After the grasslands and forests are
converted into croplands, all those crops
will go straight to biofuel production plants
instead of being used to feed the hungry.
“Using food for fuel, especially com,
drives up food prices worldwide making
feeding the worlds hungry more diffi
cult,” said Dennis Demchak, professor Of
air pollution studies at Sacred Heart and
employee of the Connecticut Department
of Environmental Protection.
“The cost of food has gone up dra
matically across the globe in the past year.
A number of studies have found that the
increase in food prices has been in part due
to the shift of crops from the food supply
toward biofuel,” said Jareb.
Just because we don’t see immediate
effects or skyrocketing prices overnight,
it doesn’t mean they’re not waiting for us
just a few years down the road.
“Biofuels are harmful to'the envirbn-;
inent and are contributing to soaring food

prices around the world. That rise in prices
is hitting the poorest people of the world
hardest,” said Dr. Grant Walker, professor
of Sociology at Sacred Heart.
“As demand for food and biofuel pro
duction go up causing the price of com to
rise, more producers switch their land use
toward com because it’s profitable. This
takes away land use for other grains such
as wheat, decreasing their supply, also
causing prices^ for those grains to rise,”
said Jareb. If the trend continues, given
enough time, all crop-based foods will rise
in price.
With the 2008 Presidential Election
rapidly approaching, those who are run
ning are doing their best to campaign
wisely.
According to their Web sites. Senator
Barack Obama and Senator Hillary Clinton
both openly support the production of bio
fuels through the com conversion process,
whereas Senator John McCain, according
to the Bioenergy Business Web site, would
prefer to use other products like, sugar
cane, as well.
This touchy subject has proved
itself central in both the Presidential
Election process as well as in everyday
life.
From raised food prices to an increase
in CO2 emissions, only time will tell what

Shelley Thomas/Spectnim

Senior Alana Hassell is practicing
whirling to attempt to reach a state of
meditation.
and is being taught by professor Moore.
Moores is also teaching the culture
and practices involved in the Whirling
Dervish. Father Antony Gatt, a campus
priest who has studied many spiritual sys
tems, has been demonstrating to Moores’
classes the practice of whirling.
“I think Father Antony Gatt is awe
some,” said senior Sarah Hou, a student in
Professor Moores literature class. “He’s
teaching us a new way to look at medita
tion and it helps me be able to interpret
Sufi poetry better.”
This literature class involves more
than just interpreting poetry, but experi

Does the thought of an open high
way excite you? Do you sometimes day
dream about driving around in the newest
Ferrari? If so, you are not alone: car enthu
siasts alike gathered on Apr. 19 for Sacred
Heart’s first annual car show.
The Sacred Heart car club was in
charge of hosting the show, which they
hope to make an annual event.
“One of the car club’s goals was to
host a car show each year or potentially,
each semester, showcasing the finest auto
mobiles from campus and the surrounding
area,” said senior Rich Deecken, car club
co-president.
After long awaiting the approval of
the Student Life office, the car club had
limited time to prepare for the show.
“With only 10 days to get ready, we
had to contact area shops and vendors, as
well as show car drivers. It’s all very time
consuming,” said Deecken.
Despite the limited amount of time,
the car show went on, and featured many
exciting different cars, some of which are
hard to find in the country.
“Some of the cars featured includ-

Skyline, an 800-horsepower Corvette C6, a
Ford Mustang 351W,as well as a Triumph
Bonneville motorcycle,” said Deecken.
The car show attracted students and
outside visitors who heard wanted to see
what kinds of cars were being presented.
“I love car shows so I always check
encing it as well.
out what events are going on in the area,”
“Although the poetry is quite com said Denis Dahill.
plex, the class seems to be responding to
“The show is small but full of great
the material quite well, and they particu cars, some of Which I haven’t even seen
larly love to whirl,” said Moores.
before.”
Moores has high hopes of his class
“The cars were pretty flashy and there
gaining more popularity amongst the stu was a good turnout of people,” said junior
dents.
Michael Randa.
“I would like to see this class become
“It’s good to see Sacred Heart bring
bigger throughout the school, and so would in something different for students to take
several students,” said Moores.
a look at.”
“Not all people can whirl, however,
With so many different types of cars,
as the spinning can throw off one’s equi the car club brought an array of cars to
librium. I, for example, am a whirling show, including some rarities.
dervish who can quickly become a hurling
“The show featured many exotic cars,
dervish if I do it for too long. But most for example, the right-hand-drive Nissan
people can do it.”
Skyline is very rare in America, and few,
The class has gained the interest of if any, spectators had ever seen one,” said
many students such as sophomore Kathryn Deeckan.
Lagrassa.
Founded in 2006 by junior Peter
would be very interested in taking Nagykery, the car club meets to discuss
this class. It sounds very interesting and I the various topics about cars, the latest
am somewhat intrigued as to how someone models, motorsports and car repair.
can gain enlightenment through spinning
The car club is a small group of car
in circles,” said Lagrassa.
buffs, but they are always looking for more
. “The Sufi poetry course is an excel additions to their organization.
lent way to explore the interior side of
“I just found out about the car club
Islamic spirituality,” said Moores.
from attending the show last weekend,”
“Because many westerners have nega said junior Michael L’Homme.
tive attitudes about Islam, a study of
“It seems like a really cool club,
Sufism and its practices can help to dispel something that’s different from the norm.”
myths and misconceptions about Muslims
With the first car show deemed a
and their spiritual lives.”
success, the car club can only look to the
Professor Moores encourages students future by starting to plan for the next car
to drop their guards and allow themselves show and find ways to top this year’s
to be engulfed in the class.
production.

Poetry class examines life of Whirling Dervish
Remember as a child spinning in
circles for no reason at all?
Eventually we grow up and stop spin
ning.
In Turkey and small areas of America
however, there are adults that still spin in
circles.
This is not just aimless spinning
though- this is called Whirling Dervish.
“The Whirling Dervishes of the
Mevlevi order are Sufis (mystical Muslims)
who whirl to induce an ecstatic state of
mind,” said Professor DJ Moores.
“The order was founded by Jalal alDin Rumi the son of a noted Islamic
prophet. Rumi was a Persian who lived in
what is today Konya, Turkey. He would
whirl, sometimes for hours and enter into
ecstatic states of mind that would lead to
union with God.”
As of most inspirational acts came
inspirational works.
According to Moores, Rumi would
sometimes become “poetically inspired”
and would recite poetry while whirl
ing while a scribe would write down his
words.
In the early 197O’s Jelaluddin Loras
brought the practice of whirling from
Turkey to American borders where it is
slowly increasing in popularity.
It has made its way to the campus of
Sacred Heart through the literary works

Juliana Brittis
Staff Reporter
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the ultimate effect wiR be sonithevfcnviron- - '^^an'Aston
ment and the hungry people worldwide.
Maranello, a right-hand-drive Nissan

Spinning expanding on campus
Kevin Simpson
Staff Reporter

Car Club’s has
success with
annual car show
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IN THE fpoTLiGHT: Nothing is too much for Guberman-Weffer
Political Science major soars above and beyond with inv^l^me^bn c
Kelly Daley
Staff Reporter
Jason Guberman-Pfeffer has accom
plished more in three years than many do
before they graduate.
Guberman-Pfeffer is a junior from
Stratford, majoring in Political Science
with minors in History, Middle East Studies
and Honors Studies.
As the Executive Board Public
Relations Officer of the International Club,
member of the Thomas More Honors
Council, participant in Campus Ministry,
Co-president of the Commuter Council,
student in the Middle Eastern Studies
Program, Co-Founder of Project Nur at the
university, Co-Founder of Nosce te Ipsum,
President of Emeritus, and former Student
Government President Class of 2009; you
could say that Guberman-Pfeffer has his
plate full at Sacred Heart.
“I am motivated by a desire to under
stand. In the course of my . studies I have
inquired deeply, read broadly, listened
attentively and debated vociferously,” said
Guberman-Pfeffer.
Guberman-Pfeffer’s accomplishments
also extend beyond the University.
“I am currently involved with
two fellowships. I was one of fifty
students in the nation selected by the
Intercollegiate Studies Institute to study
“Law in the Western Tradition: Common,
Constitutional, Natural, and Divine” as an

Photo contributed by Jason Guberman-Pfeffer

Jason Guberman-Pfeffer poses with
Dr. Cemera at the 19th annua!
Discovery Awards and Scholarship
Dinner.
Honors Fellow," said Guberman-Pfeffer.
“I also serve as a Civil Rights Fellow
with the HAMS A—Hands Across the
MidEast Support Alliance—Initiative of
the American Islamic Congress.”
Guberman-Pfeffer feels the responsi
bility to make a difference in the world any
way that he can.
“We live at a time when one must, I
believe, proudly affirm the freedom and

dignity of humankind and therefore
opposition to theocracy, fanaticism, an
terror,” said Guberman-Pfeffer.
“There is no room for ambiguity, o
be neutral or indifferent to the plight of
those suffering under these scourges is to
become an accomplice.”
These beliefs led him to spearhead the
Freedom Concert, a pro-bono performance
that brought together students, faculty,
musicians, and prominent human rights
activists to express solidarity with dissi
dent Iranians in their struggle to strengthen
civil society.
“We received the support of a diverse
and unprecedented coalition of 32 stu
dent organizations, faculty departments
and centers, as well outside organiza
tions including the Iran Human Rights
Documentation Center, the Committee to
Protect Bloggers, the Tharwa Foundation,
a leadmg Syrian non-govemmental orga
nization, and HAMSA,” said GubermanPfeffer.
Guberman-Pfeffer’s role model is
right here on campus. Dr. John Kikoski.
“Dr. K is the embodiment of the
ideal that he has written so eloquently
and passionately about someone who is
caring, respectful, and trustworthy,” said
Guberman-Pfeffer.
“Dr. Kikoski’s classes have made me
think more incisively, argue more per
suasively, and write more concisely. For
X. .aJUL this, and his friendship, I am ever-

Professor Semel actively engages
students to keep learning interesting
Lisa Brown
Staff Reporter
Creativity and undeniable passion are
evident characteristics regarding widely
respected Sacred Heart Criminal Justice
professor Matthew D. Semel.
Semel realizes the value and effective
nature of making learning fun in order to
capture his students’ interest.
“His teaching style is never word for
word from the text book,” said senior Nick
Lambusta.
“He teaches through his experiences
and knowledge in the criminal justice
field, in my view that is the best way to
raise educational standards in school.”
He uses projects such as mock trials
in order to actively engage his students’
interests in courtroom scenarios.
“The mock trial taught me what it
would be like to be an actual lawyer. After
that day, I can without a doubt say it was
Semel’s class and mock trial that brought
the idea of law school to my head,” said
Lambusta.
Throughout his time at Sacred Heart,
he has started two student organizations:

the Sacred Heart Chapter of Amnesty
International and the Sacred Heart Mock
Trial Team.
He has brought three nationally
renowned death penalty experts to campus
and FBI experts from New Haven offices
in hope of- opeiung the opportunity for
students to speak with practitioners in the
field.
Recently he went on a trip with his
students to Osbourne Correctional Facility
in Somers.
“I think most of the students’ who
went found it to be a eye-opening experi
ence,” said Semel.
As advisor of the Criminal Justice Club
he has built ties with the Public Defender
Offices in Bridgeport and Norwalk. This
relationship is helpful for students inter
ested in pursuing law school.
“I don’t want to let anyone fall through
the cracks. The university mission state
ment is important to me and it informs
everything I do at SHU, including how L
relate to students,” said Semel.
With high priority on student success
and experience, Semel has proved himself
to be a valued professor here on campus.

(bublished
Guberman Pk-fier
writer. s have appeared
“My ai tiittcs and
tor
Coexistence,
in the MidLasjt,,edia Line, Scholars
Connecticut Post
e East Newsletter,
for Peace in the
online scholarly
Persian Jou
journal,
ledge.com,” said
GubermanHe also rec ved a Citation for
“Outstanding Academic Achievments”
from the State of Conn. General Assembly,
recognizing his achievements as a student.
As for the future, Guberman-Pfeffer
will continue to work toward his goal
by devoting his life to the pursuit of the
improving our nation through public ser
vice.
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Today in History
1800; Congress approved a bill establishing the Library of Congress.
1877; federal troops were ordered out of New Orleans, ending the North’s postCivil War rule in the South.
1980; the United States launched an abortive attempt to free the American hos
tages in Iran, a mission that resulted in the deaths of eight U.S. servicemen.
1981; IBM-PC is introduced.
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Sports
Weekend
Scorebeard

rivlary could save the NHL

Friday, April 18
Baseball

Mount St. Mary’s-23

SHU-6

Saturday, April 19
Baseball

Mount St. Mary’s-1
■SHU-5

Mount St. Mary’s-3
SHU-2
Softball

SHU-6
LIU-8

SHU-0
LIU-1
Men’s Lacrosse

SHU-4
Drexel-15

Sunday, April 20
Baseball

Mount Mt. Mary’s-8
SHU-11
Softball

SHU-0
Wagner-3

Crosby, who won his first playoff
ies, shoots the puck.

Brian Fitzsimmons
Editor-in-Chief
Here’s to sulking, knowing Philadelphia
ik too much of the Cinderella Kool-Aid.
Nothing against the sixth-seeded Flyers,
they found a way to oust Washington
a the playoffs and it robbed NHL fans
a witnessing the birth of a rivalry that
Id save their sport from the disgustingly
berate isolation to mainstream sports.
Alex Ovechkin against Sidney Crosby.
needs to happen.
Obviously, hockey has suffered greatly
/er the past few years. It has been put on
e backburner of the sports world and even
most intriguing playoff match-ups have
:n doomed to the outskirts of Versus,
channel available to significantly fewer
television households than ESPN or ESPN2
around the country. People look at the poor
ratings and scorn the sport for losing its lus

ter. For concrete evidence, hockey is below
NASCAR and both men and women’s col
lege basketball on the pull-down link of the
ESPN.com sports toolbar.
It’s sad, but it’s also hard to ignore one
simple truth that a product as marketable as
a Crosby vs. Ovechkin rivalry could change
that very crisis.
The Worldwide Leader passed up on
matching the Outdoor Life Network’s (now
Versus) offer of $200 million for the NHL’s
U.S. cable television rights in 2005. This
past January, Versus and the NHL extended
their deal through the 2010-11 season. Maybe
when that window of time closes, a new
door will open. What if the Penguins and
Capitals become the most storied rivalry,
courtesy of the team’s young stars, to hit the
ice in recent memory? I don’t see ESPN let
ting a potential, or guaranteed, moneymaker
such as that slip through its tentacles. Even
if that scenario doesn’t present itself, there’s
room for growth in regards to the popularity
of Versus.
Why do you think ESPN thrives on the
NBA soap opera involving Shaquille O’Neal
and Kobe Bryant come playoff time?
Anyway, hockey fans are stuck between
a rock and hard place, crossing their fingers
for a saving grace to bring hockey back to
the paramount of the sports universe. For the
next four years, at the very least, they will
need to suffer because even the most illustri
ous storylines generate so little hype.

mju v.J

Sure, a face-off between Crosby and
Ovechkin’s respective teams would be excit
ing, but not many would be able to see it. At
best, one of the middle games of a possible
seven-game series would air on the Sunday
afternoon NBC slot and it’s a shame.
What happens when the most prevalent
sports promoter refuses to promote a prod

uct? More times than not, it will be a ghost
in the headlines and a short segment towards
the end of a highlight broadcast, such as
“SportsCenter.”
Oddly enough, it looks like Crosby and
Ovechkin have a lot more weight on their
shoulders than most originally thought.
So how does all this tie into the warped,
yet booming, world of fantasy sports?
According to the Fantasy Sports Trade
Association, between 15 and 18 million
people engage in owning some sort of fan
tasy team, and the number of participants
rose 7 to 10 percent in each of the three years
prior to 2006.
An alarming rate of 85 percent of fan
tasy geeks played football, but you don’t
need to be Albert Einstein to infer the pool
of fantasy hockey players is much shallower.
Fantasy sports allow the average fan to get
closer to the game and ultimately, force them
to pay more attention to the league.
It’s simple math: a Crosby and Ovechkin
heated playoff rivalry brings about more
interest More awareness will produce more
fantasy owners. More fantasy owners will
cause an increase in the sport’s lucrative
value. More money equals more exposure.
It’s the precious cycle commissioner
Gary Bettman should be hoping for, and
there’s no better duo to produce the desper-'
ately needed wave of renaissance.
Since the Flyers beat the Capitals in
/overtime on Tuesday, we’ll have to wait until
next year. Crosby did his part, Ovechkin
didn’t: that’s simple math the NHL dreads.
ODDS AND ENDS- As one of the
few die-hard New Jersey Nets fans, I must
admit I’m giddy about Jason Kidd and the
Mavericks down being 2-0 to the Hornets.
Oh yeah, and that Chris Paul guy is
pretty good, huh?

SHU-8

suffers setback with three loss weekend

Wagner-7
W. Lacrosse

CCSU-l
SHU-17
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Graig Shepard
Staff Reporter
It was a disappointing week
end for the Sacred Heart softball
team as they lost three out of
four conference games over the
course of two days.
The Pioneers dropped
both games of a double-head
er to Long Island University
on Saturday then salvaged a
split with Wagner College on
Sunday.
“It was a tough weekend,”
said co-head coach Pam London.
“Emotionally, it was draining.
We played so well in some areas
and just not good enough in oth
ers.”
Sacred Heart’s two losses to
.Long Island on Saturday were
both close games that could have
gone either way, as they lost 8-6
in game one and 1-0 in game
two.
“In the LIU double-header,
you can understand why they say
softball and baseball are games
of inches,” said London. “A
couple of inches either way on

several balls and we are on the shut out 3-0 in game one of the
double-header.
winning end of both games.”
“On Sunday versus Wagner,
In game one versus Long
Island, Sacred Heart’s offense we got off to a slow start again,
plated a solid six runs on nine letting scoring opportunities slip
hits. Their defense, on the other away,” said London. “Megan
hand, couldn’t contain Long [Spehar] pitched well enough
Island’s bats, as the Blackbirds to win had we given her some
out-scored the Pioneers on eight offensive support.”
In the second game versus
runs and eight hits.
“We didn’t play bad, we just Wagner, it was looking like the
couldn’t capitalize at the key Pioneers would go winless on
moments or play both our defen the weekend as they trailed 4-1
sive and offensive ‘A’ games at after five innings of play.
Determined not to get swept
the same time,” said freshman
both days. Sacred Heart drove in
centerfielder Taylor Froelich.
Game two was a different seven runs in the sixth to take an
story as the Pioneer defense was 8-4 lead.
The seven runs came off a
flawless - allowing only one run
and six hits - but their offense grand slam down the left field
just couldn’t seem to get it done line by first baseman Courtney
Lee and a three run homerun over
and were ultimately shut out.
“When we see LIU in the the left field wall by Spehar.
“I told them that we have the
NEC tournament, we will pull it
together and bring our best from ability to score six or seven runs
on this pitcher in one inning,”
both games,” said Froelich.
On Sunday aftemoon,Sacred said London. “We had been up
Heart faced another conference against her so many times in one
opponent in Wagner College. day that our time was at hand.
The Pioneers began right where Courtney Lee’s grand slam real
they left off on Saturday, getting ly put the team into full gear.”

Wagner did fight back in
the seventh, scoring three more
runs, but the Pioneers held on
to the victory, 8-7. The Pioneer
win helped keep their playoff
hopes alive.
“This win, without a doubt,
rejuvenated our playoff hopes
and put us right back in the
hunt,” said London, “We will
certainly have a better idea of
what we need to do to beat LIU
and Wagner in the playoffs.”
Despite winning only once
in four tries, the Pioneers know
what they must do to move for
ward and achieve their long-term
goal of making the NEC’s.
“LIU and Wagner are hop
ing they don’t have to see us
again,” said Froelich. “We have
the advantage over them because
they have everything to lose
and defend, whereas we have
nothing. We can only make a
statement and play our game.
We already have what we need
to win; it is just a matter of
bringing everything together and
going for it,”
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Split with Mount
moves baseball up
in NEC standings
Pat Sullivan
Staff Reporter
The Sacred Heart baseball team had a productive
weekend, splitting a four-game series with Mount St.
Mary’s in Bridgeport and moving up in the NEC stand
ings.
The Pioneers were blown out in the first game of
the series, 23-6. The Mount out hit the Pioneers 25-11.
Sacred Heart also committed four errors, which
lead to three runs.
“We lost the first game real bad, and it hit us hard.
We came back and played strong,” said junior first
baseman Tyler Santos.
On Saturday the Pioneers played a double header,
winning the first game 5-1 and losing the second, 3-2.
Phil Tantillo and JJ Edwards got things started with
singles in the bottom of the first inning of game one.
Mount St. Mary’s shortstop Drew Counselman
committed a throwing error, allowing Tantillo to score.
Edwards scored on a Paul Schmidt single. Ryan
Lynch scored on a single from Chris Whittemore to fin
ish the scoring in the first.
The Pioneers would strike again for runs in the
second and fourth innings.
Justin Mulrain tripled to open the second and later
scored on a Phil Tantillo sacrifice fly to make it 4-0
Sacred Heart.
Mulrain would come up big in the fourth with
a single, stolen base and scored on a single by JJ
Edwards.
“We had solid pitching' performances from
Wagoner, Balbach, and Fitton. Barthel showed a lot of
guts bouncing back in game four to give us a couple
of quality iimings after a tough loss on Friday. Lynch
and Oswald stepped up under pressure and pitched well ''
also,” said head coach Nick Giaquinto.
The Pioneers were anchored by Jack Wagoner’s
right arm in game two. Wagoner pitched seven innings,
giving up three hits, two walks, while striking out
seven. The one run Wagoner gave up was unearned.
In game three, the Pioneers fell by the score of
3-2.
Jared Balbach did all he could to keep the Pioneers
in the game. Balbach went 6.2 innings, giving up three
earned runs, two walks, and striking out four.
Edwards and Tantillo each knocked in a run each
for the Pioneers.
“We came back and played'three strong games
even though we lost one on Saturday, it was still a good
game. We got great pitching this weekend and the bats
definitely came around,” said Santos.
In game four, the Pioneers used a six run fifth
inning to propel themselves to an 11-8 victory.
Tantillo and Edwards had three hits apiece. Edwards
also had three RBI’S.
Chris Wittemore singled to right to plate Santos to
make the score 6-3 in favor of the Pioneers.
. Later in the inning, Edwards singled to drive in two
more runs to increase the score to 11-3.
However, The Pioneers would have to hold off a
Mount St. Mary’s comeback. The Mount would score
three in the seventh and two more in the ninth to close
the gap to 11-8. Sacred Heart would on for the win
though, when freshman Mick Oswald came in and got
a ground out and strike out to end the threat.
We got back into the middle of things in the NEC
conference, so it was a successful weekend for us,” said
Santos.
With the two victories the Pioneers are now 4-8 in
the NEC, good enough for sixth place.
After playing the University of Rhode Island at
home this Thursday, the Pioneers travel to Fairleigh
Dickinson this weekend for a crucial four game series.
FDU sits right ahead of Sacred Heart in the conference .
standings.

“This is a big weekend for us . Our bats have come
around lately so i’m pretty confident,” said Santos.

SHU Athletics/Contributed Photo

The senior members of the girls lacrosse team were honored before last weekends win over Central
Conneticut, 17-1.

Girl’s lacrosse earns share of NEC regular
season title with victory over Blue Devils
Juliana Wynohradnyk
Staff Reporter
With a 17-1 win against Central
Connecticut this past weekend; the
Sacred Heart University women’s
lacrosse team matched its best-ever
Northeast Conference finish at 7-1,
tying for first place with Quinnipiac
and Monmouth.
Seniors Liz Ottey, Alyssa
Harris, and Katie Salamone were
all honored before they took the
field for their last regular season
home game. All three women
played a big role in Sunday after
noon’s game.
Ottey recorded a goal and a
career-high four assists. Salamone
got three of Sacred Heart’s 17
goals, while Harris finished with
five ground balls and a pair of
caused turnovers.
“I could not ask for anything
else in my senior year,” said Harris.
“This is huge, for the three of us
especially, to make school history
by being in first place in confer
ence play.”
Sacred Heart attacked Central
right away, recording five goals on
their first six shots of the game.
“We all understand what is at
stake during these games,” said
junior Amanda Williams. “We also
know the potential that we have
and we are going to continue taking
things one game at a time.”
Sophomore Carissa Hauser
scored with an assist from junior
Mary Montesarchio just 56 seconds

could never ask
for anything else my
senior year.’"
•Alyssa Harris^
into the first half.
“Today we wanted to focus
on things that we are going to use
in the upcoming tournament,” said
Montesarchio. “I think we got back
to meshing well with each other on
the field.”
By the mid-point of the first 30
minutes, the Pioneers were already
ahead 6-0, and as the half ended
they stretched that lead to 11-0.
“Our defense was our strength
today,” said Harris. “They stepped
up and played big, they were
aggressive to everything.”
The second half played out
the same way as the first had. The
Pioneers extended their lead to 15-0
by the 10:58 mark.
The Blue Devils Ione goal
came at 8:59, and was quickly
answered with two more Pioneers’
goals to seal the game at 17-1.
“We have to bring it to the field
each game day,” said Montesarchio,
“and prove that we are the better
team.”
Williams scored four goals for
Sacred Heart. Her points put her at
a team-leading 39 goals, tying for
10th for goals scored in a season.
Montesarchio recorded a pair
of goals finishing the regular sea
son leading the Pioneers in scoring

with 20 goals. Her two assists of the
day added to the school-record of
36 assists in a season. Her 56 points
puts her tied for sixth on Sacred
Heart’s all-time list for points in a
season.
Other Pioneers who contrib
uted to the victory were freshman
Jessica Ingrilli, who recorded three
points, and sophomore goaltender
Chelsea Wagner, who needed to
make just five saves off of a poor
Blue Devils’ offense.
“Today’s game showed that we
are a great team all around,” said
junior Meghan McCaffrey, “and
that everyone is a threat.”
Sacred Heart’s win earned
Wagner her 10th win of the season.
This ties the school record for wins
in a regular season.
“She (Wagner) has been playing
great in goal,” said Williams, “and
makes saves at critical moments.
She has really stepped it up and we
all trust her in our net.”
The Pioneers will take the field
next weekend on the road at top
seeded Quinnipiac for the NEC
Tournament. They will play on
April 25 in the semi-finals against
the No. 3-seeded Monmouth.
“We are capable of doing
amazing things out there and we
have shown it in practice,” said
McCaffrey, “now it’s time to show
it to everyone in the playoffs. I will
do whatever it takes to help prove
this to everyone in our conference
who doubted us in the beginning of
the season.”
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Men’s lacrosse eliminated from playoffs after loss to Drexel
Molly Rosa
Staff Reporter
• The Sacred Heart men’s lacrosse team
was eliminated from playoff contention after
suffering a 15-4 loss to the Drexel Dragons on
Saturday afternoon in Philadelphia, Pa.
With the win, the Dragons clinched a share
of the Colonial Athletic Association regular
season title while the Pioneers were left out of
the playoff picture after their fourth-straight
conference loss.
“Drexel is ranked 14^ in the country,” said
coach Thomas Mariano. “We had some good
opportunities and didn’t capitalize on them
when we needed to.”
Drexel leads the all-time series 6-1. The
Pioneers’ lone win in the series came in a 2004
matchup at Drexel.
Coming into the game, the Pioneers were
looking to snap out of an offensive drought, Drexel,
including being outscored 37-8 over their last
two games.
“We’ve hit a rough stretch of a couple of games
these last few weeks and we haven’t been able to bounce
back the way we had hoped,” said sophomore Stephen
Gerhard.
Playing in front of a home crowd of 944, the Dragons’
defense was able to keep Sacred Heart off the scoreboard
in the first half.
The Pioneers’ record now stands at 6-5 overall. With
the loss, however, their conference record dropped to
1-4.
“Drexel is a very good team and we played hard and
didn’t quit. We fought till the end of the game and gave a
good effort,” said sophomore Jon Flood,
Drexel’s offense exploded for nine-straight goals to

Senior goalkeeper Ricardo Vargas played
over 50 minutes in goal and recorded 22 saves,
including eight in the first period and 13 for the
half.
Chapman notched his fifth goal of the day
three and a half minutes into the third quarter to
open up a 9-0 advantage for Drexel.
The Pioneers temporarily broke the Drexel
momentum at 10:45 into the third period with a
goal by Morgan off a feed from senior captain
Tony Tanzi.
Tanzi is Sacred Heart’s leading active scorer;
totaling 40 career goals and 18 career assists.
Sacred Heart tallied 32 shots on goal while
the Dragons fired 58 shots on the Pioneer net.
Vargas and junior Mike Murtha combined for 22
saves, while Drexel had only 13.
There was a stretch in the game when six
penalties were issued in five minutes. Junior
Zach Smith received a penalty in the first at 4:05.
Senior Brett McGlensey was issued a thirty sec
start the game. Drexel senior Andrew Chapman scored
ond penalty for an illegal procedure with 9:20 left
three of his game-high five goals in the first quarter and in the fourth.
helped his team jump out to a 6-0 lead.
The Dragons entered the fourth period with a 12-2
The Dragons outshot the Pioneers 21-3 in the first 15 lead. The Pioneers were unable to recover and ended the
minutes of play. Their lead swelled to double digits when game with a 15-4 loss.
sophomore Adam Dennis scored a pair of goals in the final
“The past three games have been hard losses but we
three minutes of the third quarter.
are looking to rebound this Saturday against Delaware,”
“We’re playing a very competitive schedule in a said Flood. “We need to work hard in practice this last
tough CAA league and Drexel just out-played us,” said week and, in return, hopefully get a win.”
The Pioneers will close out the regular season on
Gerhard.
Sacred Heart managed to score four goals in the sec Saturday April 26, when they host the Lfni
ity of
ond half, led by Gerhard’s goal and assist. Sophomores Delaware Fighting'Blue Hens on “Senior Day.’
Flood, Evan Morgan, and junior Bobby Rushton also con
“We have had a good season and we have one game
tributed to the Pioneer scoring effort with one goal each.
left. Saturday will be ‘Senior Day’ and we want to send
“We just came out flat and got into a hole way. too.. - our seniors out winning,” said Mariano. “They have done
early. It is hard to win when you’re scoreless in the first a ton for this program.’
half,” Rushton said.

SUMMER ’08
Hot Temperatures...Cool Classes
Earn College Credits This
Summer at C.W. Post!
• Three Summer Sessions, most about five
weeks in length, that run from May 19
through August 29
• Over 700 undergraduate and graduate
courses
• Over 60 Intensive Institutes that allow
graduate students to earn three graduate
credits in just one week!

REGISTER TODAY!
Class registration continues daily through
the second day of each new Summer Session.

For a full list of course times and dates,
visit www.llu.edu/cwpsummer
or call (516) 299-2431.

............
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What each team
really needs in
the 2008 NFL
Draft
Michigan standout left tackle Jake Long will be drafted first by tlie^ia^i
Along with Selection Sunday for the
NCAA Tournament, the NFL DrSft is one
of those rare, highly celebrated sporting
events where nobody actually goes onto a
field of any kind and plays a sport in any
way. It’s that level of unpredictability, even
in a setting where everyone’s in a suit and
nobody is shouting except the drunk and
obnoxious Jet fans or the Philly fans that
will undoubtedly hate the Eagles’ pick.
So, with no further adieu, let’s put the
mock back in mock draft, and take a look
at the first ten picks in this weekend’s NFL
Draft.

Miami Dolphins
Even though the Dolphins agreed to
a contract with Long already, don’t be
fooled. The Dolphins can screw up any
thing, no matter how sure it seems. The
pick makes perfect sense, which is pre
cisely why the Dolphins will not take
the MichigauLOgre.,.. The.recent qgntract,
agreement is just a smoke screen firom'
the Wiley Tuna. Remember their pick
from last year? The guy who is going to
dazzle fans with his punt returns, accord
ing to Ae now-fired coach? The Dolphins
must rectify that mistake, and trade the
first overall pick to the Browns for Brady ,
Quinn, two tuna melts from Subway, and
one ridiculous Kellen Winslow outburst.
The Browns will then take Jake Long just
for the satisfaction of making him play in
Ohio for a few years.
St. Louis Rams

The Rams didn’t quite have the same
awful season as Miami, but they certainly
have as much to gripe about. That’s what
makes this pick so easy. The Rams will
select everyone’s favorite cameraman.
Matt Walsh, with the second overall pick.
That way they can find out what really
happened before Super Bowl XXXVI.
Atlanta Falcons
What can be said about the Atlanta
Falcons...other than they’re in the worst
possible shape of any NFL franchise. The
Freons’ has increased their loss total by
three every year since 2004, and not even
an army of Home Depot prepped contrac
tors could help this team make a. single
year turnaround. Here’s a two-for-one
prediction: the Falcons will undoubtedly
continue to get worse and with this pick
will end up taking a player who will be
miserable in Atlanta a few years from
now.

Oakland Raiders
The Raiders’and'Al Davis could
two ways with this pick. Either they could
pick up Richard Simmons to help Jamarcus
Russell sweat to the oldies, or they could
select Tom Zbikowski for Russell to torch
in practice and get a confidence boost
every week. Regardless, they’ll end up
passing on the most talented player in the
draft that also happens to fill a position of
need, like they did last year.

Kansas City Chiefs
The Chiefs’ vice president of player
personnel has been quoted this week as

Dolphins this Saturday.
saying that he wants to select players
that will be able to start right away. So, if
the Chiefs are only going to select play
ers that can start for them, then expect
them to draft a quarterback, wide receiver.
offensive tackle, offensive guard, center,
defensive tackle,, linebacker, cornerback,
or safety, because after those positions
Herm Edwards is good to go. Oh wait, can
you draft clock management specialists?
Better get one of those too. And maybe a
tackling dummy or two.

New York Jets
M-E-T-S, Mets, Mets, Mets! For the
next few months, the sports fans of New
York who don’t know how to pick a good
team will be too preoccupied with the
Metropolitans to care about their Jets. It’s
a shame too, because historically the Jets
seem to follow up 4-12 seasons with 10-6
ones. OK, you’re right. I’m not fooled
either. The Mets and Jets will both choke,

eight pick in the draft. The Ravens select
Boston College quarterback Matt Ryan,
who promptly files for retirement at the
NFL offices.
Cincinnati Be.igals
The Bungles are one cf the lucky
teams this season. They were just bad
enough to secure a top ten pick, but only
went 7-9 during the regular season. After
refusing to trade Chad Johnson this week
to the Washington Redskins, it seems that
Cincinnati is going to hold onto OchoCinco until his contract is up. So, that
means the Bengals will need some help
controlling their non-spanish-speaking
star. The Bengals select Dr. Phil, who
might be the only person alive that likes
McDonalds as much as Chad Johnson...
maybe Oprah too.
New Orleans Saints
Like the Bengals, the Saints were
only a 7-9 team last season, so really don’t

Jets take anffU^^ssMils'?fhilt"

New England Patriots
How many Patriots does it take to
screw in a light bulb? Four; one to hold
the ladder, one to screw it in, one to film it
and the other to convince the NFL execu
tive office to destroy the evidence. The
Patriots select Rose Mary Woods. Yes,
that Rose Mary Woods.
Baltimore Ravens
After a 13-3 season in 2006, the
blackbirds caught avian flu last year, drop
ping to a weak 5-11 mark and securing the
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to prominence. That is, unless you count
their inability to wrap up offensive players
anywhere on the field. But, they already
picked up a lot of defensive help in the
offseason like Dan Morgan and Jonathan
Vilma, so this is really a wasted pick. The
Saints select Chef Paul Prudhomme to
anchor their blocking sled.
There you have it, the first ten picks
of Saturday’s NFL Draft. If a single one is
wrong, I won’t be back as a columnist for
the Spectrum next semester.

Men and women’s tennis fall in NEC quarterfinals
Mikeala Reynolds
Staff Reporter*

semifinals,” said Kasyanov, “but we got robbed.”
A similar story tells the tale of the women’s team,
who began the tournament with a fourth-place rank, tak
ing on fifth-ranked Mount St. Mary, whom took down
The Sacred Heart tennis teams traveled to West Sacred Heart 4-0.
“NEC’s this year was difficult because we went into
Windsor, NJ. on Friday to participate in the quarterfinals
the first round against a team we haven’t yet played in
of the Northeast Conference Championships.
The women’s team was swept, 4-0, by Mount St. Mount St. Mary’s,” said sophomore Lindsey Scierka.
Mary, while the men’s team fell just barely short, 4-3, of “We did our best to prepare based on what we knew
about them from the past as well as their performance
Robert Morris in the quarterfinals.
Entering the tournament in fourth-place, the men’s against other teams we’re familiar with. But, when it
team took on fifth-ranked Robert Morris. Sacred Heart came down to the match, we just didn’t play at our maxi
mum potential.”
lost 4-3.
“Had we played as strong as we had in the
“We definitely played well but no one played the
correct players they should have,” said freshman Kirill past, Mount was definitely a team we could have won
Kasyanov. “Cole was playing really well at number six, against,” said Scierka. “The matches were close and we
but in reality he was playing the Robert Morris number definitely had some chances to pull out a win, but in the
three. He was hitting the ball good but he shouldn’t have end the scores just didn’t fall in our favor.”
Saturday proved to be more of a success for both
been playing such a tough opponent at six.”
Scoring in singles were freshmen Kasyanov and teams. The men rolled over ninth-seeded Wagner 4-0,
Chris Ujkic along with sophomore Jinal Shah. In dou while the women dominated ninth-ranked Saint Francis
bles action, Ujkic paired up with freshman Michael Syer (PA), also 4-0.
For the men’s team, Shah, Syer, and junior Bryan
to find success.
“The team that would’ve given us the hardest and < Rodgers each captured a singles match for the Pioneers.
best competition would’ve been Fairleigh Dickinson. In the realm of doubles matches, Shah and freshman
We should’ve have gotten the chance to play them in the Cole Conrad took home a win along with Rodgers and

freshman John Harvey.
“We had a great season this year,” said junior Matt
Cook, “Especially in comparison to last year. We were
.500 this year and it was due to the senior leadership in
Joseph Merendino and Matt and Jason Farhardi, and all
the hard work and dedication by the underclassman. I
look forward to seeing how well we do next year with
all our underclassman now having experience in division
one college tennis.”
On the women’s side, freshmen Darcy Demers
and Elizabeth Harrington, along with junior Mandy
Finkelstein each won a singles match. Finkelstein then
paired up with senior Brittany Price to find success
much like the pairing of sophomores Ashley Amalfe and
Julianne Kasinow.
“As a team, some of our strong points are that we’re
mentally tough, smart, and hardworking. We try to take,
advantage of those assets as best we can, especially
when we face physically stronger teams,” said Scierka.
These season-ending games left the teams on a highnote despite the losses at the NEC Championships.
“Both the men’s and women’s programs are grow
ing and improving dramatically thanks to the hard
work of Coach Guastelle and Coach Gagliardi,” said
Scierka. “The future for Sacred Heart tennis, as a whole,
definitely seems promising.”
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Sophomore Justin Mulrain scores off of sophomore JJ Edwards’ single in Saturday’s win.

DO WNANDOUT

Men's lacrosse eliminated from playoff contention after loss
to Drexel
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Softball loses three out offour in weekend series
with Wagner and LIU
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